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Dear all,

I have no doubt in my mind that if peace will ever dawn on earth it will be through the ancient India values of love all, serve all. Please
watch the DVD on "Story of India" prepared by Michaelwood. And you may read chapter on "India is the gateway to world peace". 
 
 The western influence is harmful on the youth and people.  America has a divorce rate of 55% and family values are bare minimum. 
The vulgarity of entertainment industry is having very bad influence on youth.  They are lost.  Education is not their priority. 
According to a magazine on front page (Time or Newsweek-I forgot whichone is), sex addiction is epidemic in America. 
These are among   the many other reasons for the  America's decline.  America  needs a strong leader to revese this harful influence
and world needs to take note of it.
 
 This American capitalism is destroying not only America but the entire world.  America has been exporting crony capitalism all over the
world.  The biggest gainer is China.  China has been taking advantage of American foolish policy of free trade not fair trade.  It has
destroyed manufacturing base and has eliminated millions of jobs. We have now very low paying jobs like of Wal Mart-slave labor no
benefits and humiliating wages.
 On top of this now American people are broke, American government is broke.  American people's buying power has been diminished
considerably.  Who made money?  The corporations and their CEOs. 99% people lost or in trouble.  1 in 2 people are in poverty or
low-income.  Housing is collapsing.  Student loans are $1 trillion and cannot pay. Education is out of reach.  56 million have no health
insurance.  Life has become miserable in America and Europe.
 
  40% American youth are considering to leave America to look for better opportunities abroad.    Millions
have already left.  This is as per Barron's magazine article. What a change-from land of opportunity to land
of despair.

Now all the Ponzy schemes created by America and Europe have been exhausted.  Now banks after bank are in trouble.  The sovereign debt
of European countries is so high that they are ready to default.  Now we are paying the price.  We have near zero interest rate for fixed
deposit.  Why?  So that banks can invest our money in the stock market and give CEOs millions in salaries and compensation.  There is loot
going on in America.  Our Federal Reserve like Reserve Bank of India has printed almost $29 trillion and to hide this only $1.2 trillion is
stated by the Federal Reserve.  This according to prestigious Barron's magazine of Jan. 2, 2012.  America is sinking in quick sand and still
is full of lies.  We have do-nothing Congress and practically government machinery is controlled by the wealthy, bankers and greedy
corporations.
I pray that India does not fall into the trap of crony capitalism.  I hope that the leaders of India learn a lesson and stop copying crony



capitalism of America and Europe.
I pray that America will come back to its real values.  We need President like Abraham Lincoln to straiten out this mess.  A decline of
superpower and rise of arrogant China is a serious danger to world peace.  We are facing many other challenges like terrorism but we are
broke. Iraq, Egypt and other countries like Pakistan and Afghanistan are out of our control.  We dole out in billions but we get no
appreciation.  Now we are broke.  We are retreating in humiliating defeat.
Our foreign policy is a mess.  We are in deep trouble.
Please forgive me for such a blunt expression of views but the situation is dire and made my heart to write from the heart.  I hope that world
leadrs wake up to the reality and do the right thing.
God bless America and people all over the world.
 
Respectfully,

Santosh C. Verma
Nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize
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Take care, With Lots of Love and Wishes,
Swamini Sadvidyananda,
India Mobile - 094278-66575
USA Cellphone - 508 264 8724
www.arshavidyatirtha.org
Harih Om!


